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Abstract

By international comparison as well as compared to other EU policies, the EU’s Cohesion Policy (CP) evaluation system is far developed and institutionalized. This paper analyses the remaining gaps and shortcomings in the CP evaluation system against principles established by the OECD and others and provides recommendations on how to further improve it. The presence of a broad and imprecise CP objective function emerges as a key challenge for evaluations. The evaluation culture is not equally developed among all Member States and regions. In quite some cases, an unfavorable equilibrium is found which is characterized by limited evaluation capacities, poor methods, and a formalistic approach to evaluations. Programme evaluations in the Member States are usually commissioned by national or regional managing authorities who have a vested interest in promoting the success of their programmes. Evaluations are carried out by evaluators who are functionally independent, but often lack factual independence. There is also limited international competition in the market for evaluations commissioned by national or regional authorities. Evaluation methods applied in CP programme evaluations mostly lag behind academic advancements and evaluation reports often do not transparently describe their methodological limitations. As the EU body responsible for implementing CP across all 27 Member States, the Commission may also have an overly optimistic perspective on CP. Finally, there is little evidence that evaluation findings are used for decision-making processes, funding allocation and the design of programmes. The paper offers a number of recommendations how to advance the evaluation system: (1) Reorient CP reforms towards a more focused set of objectives; (2) Specify evaluation obligations more precisely in the Common Provision Regulation and set out a ‘charter for evaluators’; (3) Introduce an ‘evaluate first’ requirement when preparing or updating programmes; (4) Promote the use of counterfactual methods; (5) Explicitly link funding decisions at programme and policy level to evaluation results; (6) Implement measures to stimulate a European market for CP evaluations; and (7) establish a standing European Advisory Panel on CP evaluation to foster independent third-party reviews.
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1 Introduction

The EU’s Cohesion Policy (CP) aims at promoting economic, social, and territorial cohesion. These overarching policy objectives are set out in the Treaty (Art. 174 TFEU). Over time, and from one programming period to the next, the EU legislators have substantially broadened and further specified the policy’s objectives, using the CP in support of a significant part of the Union’s comprehensive policy agenda (Leino-Sandberg 2024) including pandemic stabilization policies (European Court of Auditors 2023a). In the 2021-2027 period, the policy’s objective function encompasses the support of a more competitive and smarter Europe, a greener and resilient, carbon-free Europe moving towards a net-zero carbon economy, a more connected Europe by enhancing mobility, a more social and inclusive Europe implementing European Pillar of Social Rights and a Europe closer to citizens (Common Provision Regulation: CPR, Art. 5).

Evaluations are a tool for assessing whether CP delivers on these broad ambitions. The explicit EU approach to an “EU budget focused on results” (Begg et al. 2023) implies that a policy should not be judged solely by its budget and the amount of financial resources allocated to it (the input), but by the results, the outputs and outcomes, as well as the impact of this policy and its budget.

Generally, the EU budget, and CP in particular, are seen as frontrunners in performance-orientation compared to budgetary systems in most OECD countries (Downes et al. 2017). In addition to the traditional financial information, performance budgeting requires the collection of relevant and reliable monitoring data on outputs and outcomes. Both are an indispensable contribution to performance budgeting, because a CP budget focused on results needs a reliable understanding whether and to which extent the budgetary resources have contributed to reach the intended results and defined policy objectives. Evaluations have the role to provide this knowledge.

More precisely, the insights from evaluations serve different purposes (Fratesi 2024b; Pellegrin et al. 2020). They support a learning function as they help programme managers to adjust and improve the programme design and operation and the legislators to reconsider the policy design and to take informed decisions on budgetary allocations. Evaluations also serve an accountability function as they inform the public on whether public money has been used in a responsible way. Additionally, they fulfil an advocacy function: The knowledge generated can be used in debates and negotiations on how to fund and develop the policy in the future.

At face value, the EU’s CP evaluation system appears to be rather mature. As CP entails significant spending from the EU budget, it falls under the budgetary ex-post evaluation requirement. In accordance with the EU’s Financial Regulation (Article 34) and its rules of application, such evaluations are mandatory at least once during each MFF term. Detailed provisions regarding the time and nature of the evaluation are usually set out in the basic act of the respective programme. The CPR (European Union 2021) assigns specific roles to the European Commission and the Member States whereby the main responsibility for evaluation is assigned to the national and regional Managing Authorities running the CP programmes. It also defines concise rules and criteria according to which all CP programmes have to be evaluated by functionally independent evaluators within the Member States. In particular, the CPR introduces a legal requirement to evaluate programmes: as a consequence, the evaluation coverage of CP programmes is extremely high, as nearly all CP programmes financed from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the European Social Fund (ESF), the Cohesion Fund
(CF), and the Youth Employment Initiative (YEI) in the 2014-2020 period were subject to at least one evaluation (Asatryan et al. 2024). Moreover, the CP evaluation system is transparent since all EU and Member State evaluations are available publicly at the Cohesion Open Data Platform.

The Commission’s 2015 Better Regulation reform and the 2016 Inter-institutional Agreement on Better Law-Making have further emphasised the role of evaluation in the EU’s policy cycle: as a backward-looking tool, ex-post evaluations provide an evidence-based assessment of how existing legislation, policies and programmes perform. This, in turn, is meant to help in the design of new interventions. In particular, the Commission applies an 'evaluate first' principle whereby any revision of EU legislation should build on the lessons learned from a preceding evaluation.

Overall, the EU evaluation system is more developed than similar systems in most OECD countries (European Court of Auditors 2019, S. 40). However, even a highly developed system with a long history is not necessarily perfect. Several observations are due at this point.

First, there is a contrast between the messages from evaluations and the assessments by academics and researchers. Member State and Commission evaluations tend to paint a largely positive picture on the success of both single programmes and the policy as a whole. A textual analysis of more than 2,500 Member State evaluations shows that none of them comes to very negative conclusions whereas the large majority presents good or very good assessments (Asatryan et al. 2024). Similarly, prominent Commission synthesis documents like the 8th Cohesion Report presents a list of largely positive evaluation findings across all policy priorities and complements this with messages from macro-simulations claiming a high and long-lasting overall growth effect (European Commission 2022).

In contrast, the assessments in the advanced academic literature are more nuanced. The bottom line from this literature is one of conditional and sometimes limited effectiveness (Bachtrögler et al. 2020; Di Caro and Fratesi 2022; Bachtrögler-Unger 2024; Ehrlich 2024; Fratesi 2024a, 2024b; Ehrlich and Overman 2020; Lang 2024). CP causally impacts growth and employment in a positive way, but related results often show up only conditional on institutions (e.g. administrative capacity, quality of institutions) and the availability of crucial production factors (e.g. human capital). Moreover, effects are often found to be place-specific or of a limited duration. A further contrast between policy evaluations and academic literature relates to methods used and the interpretation of results and data. Economic scholars are typically much more hesitant in attributing economic developments to causes of CP whereas EU evaluations are quick in interpreting changes that occurred during a project to a cause of the project. As a consequence of the “credibility revolution” in economic research (recently illustrated in 2021 with the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics for David Card, Joshua Angrist and Guido Imbens for their contributions to the analysis of causal relationships), the more recent scientific papers have resorted to quasi-experimental research designs which are more convincing on causal chains.

Second, the specific perspectives of crucial players continue to be important in the evaluation process. Programme managers, managing authorities, national governments, and the European institutions (European Commission, European Parliament, Council) all have different roles and interests that might impact the evaluation process and its outcome (Bachtler and Wren 2006). The Commission, as the budgetary executive, wants to demonstrate a responsible use of budgetary resources. For the Members of the European Parliament, CP is an attractive financial policy instrument with significant
visibility in home constituencies. The positions of national governments in the Council are influenced by the (differing) financial motives in CP. All these interests might potentially interfere with the impartiality of the evaluations carried out and how evaluation findings are assessed and interpreted.

Third, carrying out evaluations and publishing evaluation findings does not guarantee in itself that learning processes actually take place. Evaluations can support a budget focused on results only if evaluations have consequences for decisions on the programme design and the budget allocation. For this purpose, all important European and national stakeholders would have to share an evaluation culture where evaluations are seen as an input to decision-taking rather than a mere formal requirement.

Against this background, this paper develops suggestions on how to further advance the CP’s evaluation system in the next programming period. Here, we pay particular attention to strategies that may further foster the factual independence, impartiality and quality of Member States’ programme evaluations given current limitations of the evaluation market’s supply side (studied in-depth in Asatryan et al. 2024). Moreover, we explore how policy evaluations could be inspired from the above sketched insights from the academic literature on conditional effectiveness and more advanced methods.

Two caveats are important: First, even an ideal evaluation system would not improve budgetary decisions by itself. An effective evaluation system is merely a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for a budget that is effectively focused on results (Robinson and Last 2009). The crucial conditions include, for example, a commitment of all budgetary stakeholders to consider policy outcomes and impacts instead of a mere input perspective (OECD 2019). In this context, the setting up of the Recovery and Resilience Facility (RRF) in the wake of the COVID-19 crisis has a particular relevance. Like CP, the RRF aims at funding investments to promote the economic, social and territorial cohesion; at the same time its performance-based delivery mechanism ties payments directly to the satisfactory achievement of pre-defined results, i.e. milestones and targets (European Court of Auditors 2023b). Second, CP operates in a multi-annual context, whereby allocations are fixed and allocated to specific Member States. This limits policy learning from evaluation within a programming period. Third, evaluations including necessary data provision are costly and can impose a large financial and administrative burden on managing authorities. Therefore, evaluation requirements should always be proportionate. Advanced methods that are appropriate for academic papers in leading international scientific journals cannot and should not always be applied to each single CP programme evaluation. However, this does not preclude the search for a continuous and gradual improvement of evaluation methods.

The analysis presents in the next section a brief description of the current CP evaluation system. Section 3 describes principles of an ideal evaluation system that are contrasted with the status quo in Section 4. Section 5 develops a list of 5 proposals on how to improve the system in the coming programming period.
2 CP evaluation – the status quo and the 2021–2027 regulation changes

2.1 History and main trends

The origin of the current CP evaluation system can be traced back to the late 1980s. Over time, the system has evolved and the evaluation approach has become more formalized and specified in the legislation (Pellegrin et al. 2020). In particular, the assignment of evaluation tasks to the European and national authorities has been clarified. Since the 2007-2013 period, the main legal basis defining the formal rules and procedures is the Common Provision Regulation (CPR). For each programming period, a new CPR is adopted by both EU legislators, the EP and Council, based on a Commission proposal which is negotiated and modified during the legislative procedure (European Union 2006, 2013, 2021). When looking at the CPRs of the last three periods, there was a move towards a more results-oriented approach, with a particular push in the 2014-2020 period, and a tendency to unify the monitoring system with respect to the collection and use of indicators (although most of them remained programme-specific rather than horizontal and therefore not suitable for a cross-programme assessment). Since 2015, the Better Regulation Guidelines have exerted significant influence in promoting comprehensive evaluation throughout the policy cycle and on the specification of evaluation criteria (Pellegrin et al. 2020, see also below 2.5). These guidelines also recommend evaluations based on five distinct criteria, namely effectiveness, efficiency, relevance, coherence, and EU added value.

2.2 Actors carrying out evaluations

The important players in the CP evaluation system are the following:

- European Commission: The European Commission has the responsibility for certain types of evaluations (see below). Moreover, it supports the evaluation activities of Member States and their authorities through methodological guidance (European Commission 2013, 2014, 2021) and by providing a forum for exchange and discussion through the Evaluation Network. The Commission also provides syntheses of Member State evaluations and makes these evaluations accessible through the Cohesion Open Data Platform.

- Member States: In the Member States, managing authorities are tasked to carry out the evaluations of CP programmes under their responsibility. Centralized models with national responsibility as managing authority coexist with decentralized models where regional authorities manage and evaluate the programmes (for case studies see: Pellegrin et al. 2020). For each programme, Member States have to set up monitoring committees. These committees approve the managing authority’s evaluation plan and monitor the evaluation process. The Member State’s evaluation activities can be financed from the technical assistance provided through the CP programmes.

- Evaluators: Finally, the evaluators, who actually conduct the evaluations commissioned by the managing authorities or the European Commission are important stakeholders as well. This group comprises public and private research institutes, universities, private consultancies, individual experts, but also internal evaluators from the civil service.

2.3 Other stakeholders

Other stakeholders in the CP evaluation system are:
- European Parliament: The Commission is accountable to the Parliament and has to report to the Parliament in annual consultations (Art. 8 CPR) and on important milestones like mid-term reviews (Art. 18 CPR), or in specific circumstances, for example, if a suspension of cohesion payments is imminent (Art. 19 CPR). The Commission also has to communicate its own CP evaluations to the Parliament (Art. 45 CPR). The Parliament is free to commission own evaluations or conduct assessments of CP through its own services.

- Council: similar to the EP, the Council has no direct role in the CP evaluation, but also monitors the implementation of the policy. The Council plays, however, a particular role as the competent grouping is composed of or represents the ministries in charge of carrying out the programme evaluations in the Member States.

- European Court of Auditors: The European Court of Auditors in its capacity as the EU’s independent external auditor, carries out performance audits, not unlike evaluations, which examine the effectiveness and efficiency of programmes, operations, management systems and procedures. These audits complement its compliance audits which examine the regularity of the expenditure incurred and co-financed from the EU budget.

2.4 Evaluation requirements according to current CPR

The CPR regulation currently in place for the 2021-2027 period includes a chapter on evaluations with two articles (for the full text see appendix).¹ They mandate the following:

- Member States or their managing authorities have to write an evaluation plan, which is approved by the monitoring committee.

- Member States or their managing authorities have to carry out two types of evaluations (Art. 44 CPR): First, they have to conduct evaluations of all programmes according to at least one criterion from a list (effectiveness, efficiency, relevance, coherence and Union added value), which correspond to a large extent to the internationally accepted criteria for good government evaluations (OECD 2022). Further criteria may be examined in addition.² Second, Member States or managing authorities have to provide ex-post impact evaluations for each programme by 30 June 2029.

- All evaluations have to be published digitally.

- The Commission is responsible to carry out mid-term evaluations by the end of 2024 and an ex-post evaluation of CP (“retrospective evaluations”) by end of 2031.

- Evaluations can be entrusted to internal or external experts who have to be functionally independent.

¹ This analysis focuses on CP financed by the core budget. For an analysis how the performance orientation and evaluation differ for the Recovery and Resilience Facility see European Court of Auditors (2023b) and Corti et al. (2024).

² In practice, CP evaluations have mostly covered the effectiveness and efficiency criteria (Pellegrin et al. 2020).
2.5 Changes compared to the last programme period

Compared to the preceding programming period, with the revised CPR for 2021-2027, the evaluation rules have changed (Naldini 2018; Corti et al. 2024; European Commission 2021). The adaptations include:

- Member States have to set out an evaluation plan for their programmes. This plan has to be produced within one year following the programme adoption.

- Member States must evaluate their programmes using five criteria (stemming from the Better Regulation agenda): effectiveness, efficiency, relevance, coherence with other EU priorities and policies and EU added value. During the CPR negotiations with the EP and the Council, it was agreed that evaluations must apply at least one of these criteria, and that they can also add other criteria (such as inclusiveness, non-discrimination, etc.).

- Member States are no longer required to conduct ex-ante evaluations. This requirement has been dropped as a way to simplify the process and reduce the administrative burden (European Commission 2021).

- Member States have to conduct impact evaluations as before, but they have to be provided only by mid-2029, i.e. two years after the end of the 2021-2027 programming period (rather than before the end of the period as was previously the case).

- The object of Member States’ evaluation is defined broader than before. In the past period, evaluations had assessed how a programme has contributed to each “priority axis”, which defines a specific policy aim like support of SME or employment. Under the new CPR, the evaluation requirement only refers to an operational programme as a whole. Evaluations may even cover several programmes at the same time. This change has decreased the number of obligatory evaluations substantially, but also poses methodological challenges since an operational programme includes very different instruments with various aims (Naldini 2018).

- The Commission’s obligation to conduct mid-term evaluations is new (Naldini 2018).

- The evaluation articles in the CPR have been shortened. Some explicit obligations that had been included in the preceding CPR edition have been deleted. These cuts include the Commission’s task to provide guidance on evaluations and the Managing Authority’s responsibility to provide the necessary resources for evaluations.

2.6 Methods used

The CPR does not define methodological details. Various evaluation methodologies can be employed, including mainly basic quantitative and qualitative approaches conducted via desk research, interviews, surveys, and case studies. The use of methods is necessarily different for ex-ante and ex-post evaluations (for an overview: Fratesi 2024b, chapter 7). For ex-post impact evaluations, counterfactual methods focus on whether the intervention has had an effect that can be causally linked to the cohesion policy intervention. These methods have become the state of the art in the academic literature, but as they are more demanding, they are relatively rarely employed in CP evaluations. They make use for instance of difference-in-difference approaches or regression discontinuity designs. Theory-based impact evaluations focus on “why” and “how” questions with a particular interest into the precise causal channels that can explain causality from the intervention up
to its outcome and impact ("theory of change" approach) (for a detailed discussion: Begg et al. 2023). More qualitative analysis is justified when there are only a small number of beneficiaries, or if data constraints or proportionality considerations prevent the use of more demanding counterfactual methods. Lastly, cost benefit analysis estimates both the project’s financial profitability and its economic rate of return, thereby evaluating the cohesion policy intervention’s benefits to society as a whole (European Commission 2008, 2013a).

In the next section, we describe how a state-of-the-art evaluation system should look like, to then identify the weaknesses in the current system and the gaps between the status quo and the ideal stylized evaluation system.

3 Robust evaluation systems and methods

3.1 A growing consensus on evaluation principles

A recent concise summary of principles that should guide the design of a robust evaluation system has been provided by the OECD Council on Public Policy Evaluations (OECD 2022) (see Appendix II). Fratesi (2024b, chapter 7) develops how such principles could be applied to CP. Other requirements result from the role of evaluations within performance budgeting (Robinson and Last 2009), or the emerging new methodological breakthroughs in the academic literature summarized above. We regard the following requirements as key for the assessment of the CP evaluation system:

3.2 Clarity on policy objectives

A meaningful evaluation of a public intervention is impossible without a well-defined policy objective: “any assessment of EU expenditure should start from a clear definition of the logic of intervention” (Begg et al. 2023, p. 47). The requirement of clarity includes transparency about priorities or weights if a policy intervention serves different objectives at the same time. The ex-ante definition of success implies also to have a notion of when to discontinue an intervention. Ideally, the extent to which a policy objective is reached can be quantified on the basis of robust and reliable performance indicators that are available when needed to inform policy decisions. In practice, it is however often difficult to specify such indicators upfront. This makes an ex-post evaluation even more important.

3.3 Evaluation culture

A thriving evaluation culture describes a setting where the important stakeholders share a willingness to learn. This includes the readiness to challenge existing policy approaches and programmes. This principle is in tension with stakeholder interests (Bachtler and Wren 2006; Naldini 2018). For example, national authorities and European institutions may have a motivation to demonstrate a successful use of CP resources. A developed evaluation culture requires the readiness to learn from open-minded and impartial evaluations. This includes the readiness to admit failures. An evaluation culture can improve over time and needs to be supported by institutions and rules that foster impartiality and learning effects.

See also OECD (2021) and Gesellschaft für Evaluation e.V. (2023).
3.4 Capacity and expertise

High-quality evaluations need resources and expertise both at the level of the programme authorities and the evaluating institutions. To some extent, this is the responsibility of the EU and national institutions that have to allocate sufficient resources to the evaluation task. With respect to the evaluating contractors, capacity and expertise also depend on how the evaluation market is organized. An open and international European evaluation market with links to academic research will be able to provide higher methodological standards as compared to narrow national markets without those links.

3.5 Impartiality and unbiasedness of evaluators

A high evaluation culture critically relies on credible and impartial evaluations. Credibility grows with impartiality of evaluators, and sound methods and data (see below). A mere functional independence of evaluators as required in the CPR is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for impartiality. Evaluators have institutional interests as well. They want to provide a service that meets the expectations of the contracting authority in order to stay in the business and to win follow-up projects. An evaluator’s financial dependence on a few contracting authorities, related career motives, or narrow links from a long-standing cooperation in a small national evaluation market could impair impartiality and credibility. Evaluators might then face incentives to whitewash unfavorable empirical evidence, or to blur the conclusions from and communication of disappointing results.

3.6 Appropriate methods

The use of a variety of methods in CP evaluations is legitimate and well justified. Evaluations have various functions that range from an assessment of a programme implementation to an ex-post impact evaluation. These varying functions also translate into different methodological requirements. The choice of methods should follow the principle of proportionality: Methodological ambitions and the invested resources have to increase with the strategic and budgetary importance of a project. Equally, higher efforts are indispensable if there is a particular lack of knowledge on an intervention’s possible impact, e.g. if the type of intervention is innovative. The 2021-2027 Commission guidance document (European Commission 2021) clarifies, that even for the Member States’ ex-post impact evaluations a variety of methods can be used including “simpler impact evaluation techniques” (p. 14). However, methodological efforts should be higher if, for example, large budgets are involved, or if an intervention is innovative and there is a lack of prior evidence.

Although a variety of measures is legitimate, this is no excuse for sticking to outdated methods in many cases. CP impact evaluations should strive for a continuously increasing level of rigor that echoes the development of the academic literature on causal inference. The buildup of capacities and expertise discussed above can support the familiarity with these methods. Proportionality and costs are relevant limiting factors, but the costs for rigorous impact analysis can be lowered if the data requirements are already considered in the initial programme design and legislation.

The methodological choices should always be well explained and ideally be documented beforehand. Pre-analysis plans (PAPs) and pre-registration have become more important in science and ideal CP

---

4 See Fratesi (2024b) for a survey on the arsenal of evaluation methods that can inform ex-ante and ex-post evaluations of CP.
evaluations would include these. This serves as a precaution against specification searching for the most desired outcome. While full PAPs may, in many cases, be too much to ask from CP evaluation, it would be important to agree on standards, methods, and data to be used before the actual evaluation starts.

Methodological standards should be supported through appropriate quality assurance. This includes the definition of quality standards, publication requirements, and external scrutiny through peer review and meta-analyses of each authority’s evaluations.

3.7 Transparency on methodological limitations and external validity

The credibility of the evaluation system can also be supported with a high transparency on strengths and weaknesses of methods used. In particular, any communication of evaluation results that addresses non-experts should signal the limits of knowledge and the different reliability of the various methods. For example, macro-modeling simulation studies that demonstrate the CP’s potential to increase growth and employment should not be presented as if they could prove these results ex-post. Equally, point estimates should be presented in a way that conveys the statistical uncertainty that relates to confidence intervals. Most importantly, mere case studies, other qualitative approaches, correlational analyses and output counts (e.g. number of jobs/firms that have received support) should not be misleadingly reported with claims of indicating causality or “success”. In general, the realized values of performance indicators relative to target values set ex ante should not be the sole basis for the assessment. As a minimum requirement, the evaluation should describe a consistent logic of the mechanism of how the intervention may contribute to the policy objective. In the best case, this mechanism is verified using counterfactual methods. However, also the limits of causal inferences should be addressed openly. For example, sound evidence for a temporary effect from a programme should not be sold to the public as if this could already demonstrate a long-lasting impact. Finally, in the last programming period, Member States’s managing authorities made widespread use of the possibility of modifying performance indicators prior to performance reviews leading to better assessments (European Court of Auditors 2021). Such moving of goalposts should also be made transparent when assessing the achievement of performance targets.

3.8 Unbiased aggregation of insights

Thousands of Member State evaluations create an information overflow that cannot inform the policy debate on the overall performance of CP without aggregation. Here, synthesis reports are essential by condensing the various findings, and identifying strengths and weaknesses of the policy. In this aggregation process, impartiality and unbiasedness are equally important principles as in each single programme evaluation. These principles are even more important if this synthesis and its communication are dominated by actors which are perceived to have a strong institutional interest.

3.9 Use in decision making

Evaluations are not an end in themselves but have the function to inform decision making. Evaluations that are not considered in decisions are therefore a waste of resources. For this reason, insights from evaluations should be easily available to programme managers, the budget executive, the legislator, and the general public, including the media. All these stakeholders should be able and incentivized to base their reflections and decisions on what they have learned from evaluations. A good evaluation culture should seek integration of the evaluation system into the decision-making processes. That
includes formalized follow-up mechanisms that track how decision makers react to recommendations by the evaluations. In the end, evaluation results should have a significant impact on budget allocations and programme design.

3.10 Timing aligned to policy decisions

A specific precondition for an evaluation system that looks to influence decision making is the timely provision of insights. Insights from evaluation should therefore be available when the budgetary authorities or the executive prepare or take decisions. The existence of a developed system of ex-ante, interim, and ex-post evaluations that follow the budgetary cycle from the phase of budgetary negotiations and decisions up to implementation and, finally, completion of programs, would serve this purpose. In addition, the exact deadlines for each type of CP evaluation should be aligned to the exact time of the decisions. For example, programme impact evaluations should be ideally available when the reflections on the next programming period approach the decision stage, although in practice this may be difficult.

With these principles for good evaluations, we developed a yardstick to identify weaknesses of the current CP evaluation system.

4 Imperfections in the current evaluation CP system

As emphasized, the CP evaluation system is highly developed and mature as it has gone through continuous adjustments over decades. In terms of its formalization and coverage it is advanced compared both to other EU policies and to evaluation systems in most EU Member States. Nevertheless, it still has a number of shortcomings, some of which are of a systematic nature and relate to the institutional interests of key stakeholders.

Based on various recent reports and papers (European Court of Auditors 2019; Naldini 2018; Pellegrin et al. 2020; Asatryan et al. 2024; Fratesi 2024b), and our own judgment, we see the following main imperfections with respect to the preceding principles.

4.1 Goal congestion

Already for decades, CP has been confronted with the problem of the “inflation of objectives” (Heinemann et al. 2009). This trend has accelerated over more recent years with the transformation of CP towards a policy that increasingly wants to support the full EU policy agenda (Leino-Sandberg 2024). The CP’s objective function for the 2021-2027 period, as defined in Art. 5 CPR (see introduction), is so broad that it would be hard to imagine which specific policy objective could not be subsumed under these headlines. Relatedly, the ECA stresses that the policy is confronted with the problem of overlapping EU strategies and sector-specific commitments. The resulting coexistence of multiple strategic frameworks, periods, objectives, indicators and targets creates confusion (European Court of Auditors 2019). The problem is exacerbated by a lack of transparency in how trade-offs are to be assessed. For example, a prominent trade-off of the CP is between regional disparities and aggregate (national) efficiency, as more regional convergence may come at the cost of lower growth in agglomerations.
This goal congestion, combined with a lack of precision in the weighting of competing objectives, raises several problems. The fuzziness of the policy objective function makes a coherent policy design difficult. Policy beneficiaries can practice “target shopping” by selecting from a large universe of possible objectives and targets those which best serve their own agenda and are most useful to legitimize a given budget. For evaluations, the lack of precision of the objective function poses a fundamental problem as any meaningful evaluation needs a well-defined yardstick to assess performance (Fratesi 2016). Multiple objectives thus immunize a policy against a negative performance for single objectives and serve the interests of those with an interest in keeping and enlarging the CP budgets under all circumstances. Another reason for multiple objectives is a preference for flexibility in steering the policy on current (and changing) necessity.

This issue’s relevance is confirmed by evaluators. Asatryan et al. (2024) report in their evaluator survey that more than 60 percent regard unclear policy objectives as a bottleneck for the CP evaluation system and rank this problem at position three (only surmounted by data imperfections and a lack of evaluation impact). The academic literature summarized in the introduction tends to circumvent this problem by applying a relatively narrow focus on growth and employment effects. However, policy makers can easily refute those insights as lacking policy relevance since these studies do not pay sufficient attention to the broad universe of CP policy objectives.

On a more operational level, evaluations could try to avoid these challenges for the policy as a whole with a focus on the narrower objective of each single policy intervention. However, the fuzziness at the aggregate level translates into practical difficulties for evaluation designs. This is particularly relevant as the revised CPR only prescribes Member State evaluations at the programme level, and no longer at the level of priorities that relate to a more narrowly defined policy target (section 2.4). This broader scope of evaluations in the 2021-2027 programming period will exacerbate the fuzziness of objectives problem even more.

A related aspect is the increasing overlap between EU and national funding areas. Indeed, CP (and more recently the RRF) basically can fund nearly all types of measures that are traditionally funded from national budgets. In fact, over the last three programming periods, the ‘additionality principle’ for CP has been gradually abandoned (European Court of Auditors 2023b). This means that there is no longer any requirement for CP to fund interventions that are additional to those funded by national budgets, including recurrent public expenditure. In such a system of mixed financing, attributing specific results to one funding stream is inherently difficult.

4.2 Heterogeneous evaluation culture

Evaluation culture has always been dissimilar across Member States. For the EU-15, Bachtler and Wren (2006) describe that the evaluation of regional policies had a stronger tradition in parts of Northern Europe. Cultural differences may also have an impact on whether evaluations are seen as a bureaucratic burden rather than a tool for continuous learning. In Member States with such a preconception, any willingness to conduct high-quality evaluations is naturally limited, and the main intention might be to just comply with the minimum evaluation requirements. For example, a comprehensive data collection is a pre-condition for evaluations using counterfactual designs. Regarding reporting of data on funded projects, several Member States also in Southern and Eastern Europe stand out in providing detailed data exceeding the formal requirements set out in the CPR since
the 2007-2013 programming period, while others - including Northern and Middle European countries - report exactly or less than the minimum information required (see Bachtrögler-Unger et al., 2021, p. 4 and 7, for the 2014-2020 programming period). From interviews and a survey among CP evaluation stakeholders, Pellegrin et al. (2020) confirm that a lack of evaluation culture is still a relevant issue today: Evaluations are often regarded as a formal obligation and, as a consequence, as an exercise that generates higher costs than benefits. Begg et al. (2023) report that, with respect to EU-financed social programmes, some administrations rather account for how much was spent rather than to assess targets, let alone the causal impact.

Interestingly, Pellegrin et al. (2020) find that project managers and respondents from management authorities tend to find evaluations more useful for learning purposes than high level national politicians. This may be related to the more political perspective that looks at CP funds predominantly as a European financial transfer to the own country or region. The sense of accountability towards the own electorate through credible evaluations is naturally lower for resources that come from external sources, compared to the money financed by the own country’s taxpayers.5

4.3 Lack of capacities and expertise

A lack of evaluation capacities and expertise remains a significant issue in regions and Member States according to current observations and judgments (Naldini 2018; Cerqua and Pellegrini 2023). Pellegrin et al. (2020) summarize insights from European Commission scrutiny that 80 percent of Member State evaluations from the 2014-2020 reviewed in 2018 had major quality deficiencies; in 2019 the Commission rated the average quality of evaluations at 2.5 out of a maximum of 4 points indicating a mediocre average quality.

The use of the more advanced methods (e.g. theory-based and counterfactual methods) requires substantial expertise, constant training, and investment into methodological knowledge, as well as the data infrastructure. The required skills comprise not only methods, but also the ability to write concise and relevant policy conclusions that can guide decision makers.

The heterogeneity in evaluation culture described above correlates and is mutually reinforcing with a lack of capacities and expertise (Pellegrin et al. 2020). Countries with a weak evaluation culture have an incentive to limit resources to the minimum that is just about sufficient to fulfill the formal requirements. Conversely, a lack of evaluation expertise explains that the understanding for the merits of evaluation stays at a low level. There can thus be a stable “bad equilibrium” of low capacities, poor expertise, and a weak evaluation culture that is self-enforcing.

The lack of methodological skills tends to be more pronounced in Member States that have a lower level of human capital, and where universities and research institutes are not yet well-integrated into the international academic communities. In those countries, the availability of experts that are able to apply modern evaluation tools is relatively limited. In principle, an open European market for evaluations could compensate for this handicap of smaller and poorer countries. This is however far

5 The lack of domestic accountability is an important reason discussed in the development economics literature as an explanation for a lack of state capacity and the frequent ineffectiveness of foreign aid. With the external financing, domestic politicians need not develop an implicit contract with their citizens and prove the responsible use of money in exchange for levying taxes (Deaton 2015).
from being the European reality today. A common market for CP programme evaluations does not yet exist, also due to linguistic barriers. Member States’ CP evaluation markets are largely separated and closed with almost full absence of international collaboration. Asatryan et al. (2024) show in their analysis of evaluations from the last two programming periods that evaluators only rarely collaborate across borders. From more than 2,000 evaluation authors included in their study, only 2.5% have contributed to evaluations in more than one Member State. This points to the obvious absence of incentives to incorporate evaluators from abroad. De iure, the market is not expected to hinder international collaboration.

Another capacity constraint relates to data. The availability of reliable and timely data to measure outputs, outcomes and impact are a precondition for any quantitative evaluation. However, the data available in the Cohesion Open Data Platform are self-reported from Member States. Self-reporting as such is an inherent necessity, but reliability may be low due to lack of external verification and auditing. Thus, there is no guarantee for their quality. Nevertheless, the obligatory provision of detailed project-level data requires Member States to engage more in documenting their activities than in the past. As described above (2.4) the 2021-2027 CPR has not only dropped explicit obligations to strengthen evaluation capacities in the Member States, but also the European Commission’s obligation to give Member States guidance on how to carry out evaluations. Equally, it no longer obliges Member States explicitly to provide the necessary resources for evaluations. This streamlining of the regulation may hinder further improvements and implies the risk that some Member States with lacking evaluation culture could take this as a signal to further cut back on evaluation resources, efforts, and quality assurance (Naldini 2018; Pellegrin et al. 2020).

4.4 Lack of effective evaluator independence

The CPR requires evaluators, which may be internal or external, to be functionally independent (Art. 44). This rule is helpful but does not preclude that stakeholder interests have an impact on evaluation outcomes (Bachtler and Wren 2006).

These interests are a logical consequence from above-described evaluation functions (learning, accountability, and advocacy) which stand in a certain mutual tension. The learning function requires unbiased and impartial guidance from the evaluation. Incentives are different for the accountability and advocacy functions. On accountability, the European Commission, Member States and their managing authorities all share the interest to demonstrate to the national and European public a successful use of EU funds through good evaluation results. In this respect, the central role of the managing authorities to steer evaluations is seen as particularly problematic since this authority will not be immune to national interests of CP; this constellation is likely to result in pressure on evaluators regarding the findings of evaluations (Pellegrin et al. 2020, p. 58; Naldini 2018). On advocacy, beneficiaries and public administrators of CP funds will find positive evaluation results more useful than subdued ones. Pellegrin et al. (2020) reports the example of how the four Visegrad countries have used CP evaluations in negotiations on the 2014-2020 EU budget to call for generous funding of CP. Similar incentives exist for regional authorities also in richer Member States. Even if these Member
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6 A related and fundamental issue is that of timeliness of data, which is addressed in Section 4.8.
States are CP net payers, sub-national authorities will still have an interest to keep their regional programmes financed through the EU budget.

Likewise, the European Commission as the central budget authority with a political and institutional interest to command a substantive and growing budget may want to use evaluation results to argue for a stable or growing EU budget, of which CP accounts for a significant share (see below 4.6).

Evaluators from consultancies, research institutes and freelancers are confronted with these motives whenever they bid for, or conduct and submit evaluation reports commissioned by national or sub-national authorities. Although reputation concerns point into the direction of unbiased reports, these service providers have a business interest to satisfy their customers’ expectations in order to stay in the market. With this trade-off between reputation concerns and business interests, effective independence would be supported if evaluators had a diversified business model with many different customers. As shown above, this is however not the case. Due to a strong national segmentation of CP evaluation markets, most evaluators provide their services to the authorities in one single Member State only, which almost always is their home country. Hence, impartiality not only suffers from a non-diversified customer structure but potentially also from a home bias. It is known from other contexts like internationally operating rating agencies that experts tend to give better assessments to their home country (Fuchs and Gehring 2017).

Moreover, these national evaluation markets have an oligopolistic structure where just a few (not more than three author clusters) tend to dominate the market, often even with a 100 percent market share (Asatryan et al. 2024). Asatryan et al. (2024) also show from their evaluator survey and an AI-based analysis of evaluation reports that the intensity of sponsor involvement in the evaluation process is correlated with a more positive tonality of the reports. The same survey shows that even 29 percent of the responding evaluators admit that a lack of impartiality is an issue for the CP evaluation system, although this survey question is clearly sensitive and evaluators should be hesitant to admit the relevance of the problem.

Overall, the functional independence of evaluators as prescribed by the CPR is therefore not enough to safeguard factual independence of evaluators. This comes at the risk that the current evaluation process may not be regarded as sufficiently independent.

4.5 Slow methodological progress and lack of clarity on methodological limitations

Generally speaking, a variety of methods is justified and appropriate for evaluations in CP, also in view of capacity constraints and the large resources needed for more demanding evaluation methods. However, research shows that very few evaluations make use of causal methods, thereby lagging behind what is practiced in other fields, with development policy evaluations being the most advanced one. An analysis by Pellegrin et al. (2020, p. 49) for almost 1,400 Member State CP evaluations from the last programming period classifies 48 percent as qualitative and only 2.8 percent as counterfactual impact analysis. Also, sound theory-based evaluations that explicitly consider possible causal channels, which are a promising direction especially for ex-ante analyses and are verifiable in ex-post evaluations, are still rare. As a consequence, there is generally a lack of understanding how and through which specific mechanism a budgetary intervention contributes to a policy objective; moreover, the actual extent of the contribution in light of possible confounding variables is rarely assessed (Begg et al. 2023).
Another shortcoming is a lack of transparency on methodological limitations in the presentation of evaluation results. For example, evaluations using simple qualitative methods or indicator-based assessments should clearly point out their limitations. The careful addition of caveats that is a standard for academic papers is rarely practiced in CP evaluations. It is a common exercise both at Member States and the European level, for example, to count jobs or SMEs which have received EU funding without clarifying that this does not at all show whether the EU money causally created or preserved jobs, or fostered company performance.

The lack of methodological clarity also relates to more advanced methods. Counterfactual methods, in order to estimate a causal relationship, often have to narrow the scope of their analysis, which is not always sufficiently discussed. Another issue exists in particular for model-based simulation approaches that aim to demonstrate the growth and employment effect of CP on a macro-perspective. Often, they are presented as if they could prove the actual impact although they are only able to show the policy potential because modelling results depend crucially on model assumptions. For example, to assess the impact of infrastructure on regional growth the usual assumption is that the new infrastructure is useful and actually used by economic agents, which may not be true in case of a poor project selection. A further assumption is that all financial resources used have been allocated to the building of the new infrastructure. However, this may be not fully the case if construction delays occur or if there is corruption. If such implicit beneficial assumptions do not correspond to reality, econometric counterfactual models that are able to identify the actual impact will show different and often lower effects as compared to the model simulations (Fratesi 2024b). Furthermore, it is important to be transparent about the benchmark scenario on which the modeled policy potential is based. For example, as compared to exploring the impact of adding “fresh” money to the model framework, modeling the policy impact vis-à-vis an alternative distribution of funding (e.g., the current distribution of national public funding) could allow more relevant insights.

There is also a lack of clarity on the time dimension. A quantitative evaluation that confirms a positive effect from CP e.g. on the number of jobs should ideally indicate whether this effect is short-lived or longer lasting. If the method and the data are unable to decide this question this needs to be clarified. Fratesi (2024b) points out that politicians seeking re-election may be keen to get immediate results. By contrast, a sustainable CP should rather focus on long-run and persistent effects. Policy design may imply trade-offs where long-run effects need more patience because of longer time lags. Evaluations should be aware of this crucial time dimension, otherwise they promote policy myopia.

Another methodological issue is the consequence of the narrow focus of Member State evaluations on their own national or regional programmes. Because these evaluations do not include cross-country comparisons (and rarely cross-regional), they cannot account for the impact of uniform national factors that do not vary within one country (or region). Therefore, by construction, Member State analyses are blind for the significant role of national (or regional) bottlenecks. This is a serious deficiency, since these factors have been identified to crucially explain the success or failure of CP in the academic literature (e.g. regulation, lack of human capital, low administrative capacity, deficient institutions etc., see introduction above). These methodological limits of merely national assessments interact with
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7 If there is regional variation, national studies are able to control for the impact of institutional constraints, however.
evaluator incentives (see 4.4) not to lose favor with national authorities through a too explicit critique of deficiencies for which the national government bears the responsibility. The lack of cross-country collaboration of evaluators also lowers the evaluators’ awareness of the role of differing national factors for the success of a European policy intervention.

4.6 Lack of differentiated and unbiased aggregation of evaluation results

The Cohesion Policy Open Data Platform currently provides access to more than 2,500 Member State evaluations from the last two programming periods. On first sight, this is an impressive number, also in view of the fact that there are around 400 CP programmes in each programming period. However, the sheer number of these programme-specific evaluations also makes it difficult to learn about the overall success of CP and about the reasons for different degrees of success in different circumstances. Hence, information aggregation is key for policy learning. Here, the European Commission currently holds a crucial position. This institution has the task to provide comprehensive ex-post evaluations, and it condenses their insights into reports that play a prominent role in the CP policy debate (e.g. the Cohesion Reports). This central role of the European Commission in this aggregation exercise is not without risks. As argued above, this institution is a stakeholder with a particular institutional interest. With respect to the accountability function of evaluations, the Commission as the EU budget executive has an interest to prove a responsible use of EU money and, hence, a successful CP. As a political actor, it legitimately takes a position in support of a policy that it deems important for European cohesion, political integration and the achievement of EU policy objectives. However, this institutional interest may go against providing a balanced synthesis of evaluation insights that could best support an open and unbiased learning process on the success and failures of CP.

4.7 Limited use in decision making

Evaluation findings are rarely used for decision-making processes, funding allocation and the design of programmes. This is an overwhelming finding of relevant reports and studies, including by the European Court of Auditors (European Court of Auditors 2019). This not only holds for Member States but also for the European Commission. For none of the operational programmes that had failed to meet their milestones the Commission ever suspended payments; instead, milestones have been adjusted to the actual level of performance to reach formal compliance (European Court of Auditors 2021). Evaluators themselves share the frustration that their insights do not reach the decision stage: 69 percent of the evaluators surveyed by Asatryan et al. (2024) regard a lack of decision impact as a problem (and much more important than issues like a lack of resources or impartiality). Similarly, the comprehensive stock taken by Pellegrin et al. (2020) paints a mixed picture according to which the European Commission tends to make use of evaluation findings for drafting proposed regulations for the next period, but that evaluation insights compete with political priorities, also those of the
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8 One could argue that, for example, the Cohesion Reports sometimes give an overly optimistic account of the impact of CP. For example, Chapter 9 of the Eighth Cohesion Report (European Commission 2022) summarizes evaluations results on the impact of CP. Essentially all evaluation results included in this chapter have a positive message. Where a limited impact is admitted or where an impact is not yet visible this is often justified e.g. by hints that the measures were not yet completed, or that the objective is long-term and can be expected to materialize later. Furthermore, evaluation results are listed without reference to the underlying methods or their methodological shortcomings. Even for an informed reader, it is difficult to judge which of the results originate from a more descriptive approach, and which are related to a more credible counterfactual analysis.
Commission (in line with the reasoning from the preceding section). For Member States, Pellegrin et al. (2020) only find rare examples that document the use of evaluation findings for programming decisions.

Ex-ante evaluations can help in an early stage when budget decisions are taken, but also when a programme is implemented. Evaluations that use theory-based approaches can, for example, raise manager awareness for the programme logic and important design features. However, contrary to the past period, the obligation for Member States to conduct ex-ante evaluations has been removed from the CPR for 2014-2020. The intention for this step was to cut back on the large evaluation burden that, due to an often merely formal compliance, was regarded to be a waste of resources. However, this end of any ex-ante evaluation obligation can be seen as too far reaching and detrimental for evidence-based policy making (European Court of Auditors 2019; Naldini 2018; Pellegrin et al. 2020).

4.8 Evaluation timing not synchronised with decision taking

Evaluation results cannot inform decisions if they are not available when decisions are taken. Evaluation requirements and deadlines should therefore be well integrated into the policy cycle from the preparation to the implementation and assessment of the policy initiative. In this respect, some of the revised evaluation obligations and deadlines for the 2021-2027 (see 2.4) may be counterproductive.

For example, Member States have to carry out their impact evaluations of 2014-2020 programmes by June 2029 and the European Commission is obliged to provide retrospective evaluations for each fund by the end of 2031. Both types of ex-post evaluations come far too late to inform the Commission’s preparation of the post-2027 legislative proposal (due in mid-2025) and its subsequent negotiation with the EP and the Council (European Court of Auditors 2023b). They even come too late to inform programme managers when they start to implement new programmes from 2028 onwards.

Obviously, timing decisions involve a trade-off. Data requirements and the particular interest in longer-term effects (3.7) point in the direction of longer deadlines, whereas the need to provide information at the decision stage requires shorter deadlines. In light of this trade-off the current CPR’s innovation to oblige the European Commission to provide mid-term evaluations of each fund by the end of 2024 is to be welcomed as a positive novelty (Naldini 2018; European Court of Auditors 2019) as this will provide useful insights in time for the debate on the next programming period.

However, the span of data that can be used for these mid-term evaluations is limited to a maximum of three full years (2021-2023). In reality, even less data will be available since cohesion programmes had a slow start in the 2021-2027 period. Apart from the delays related to the pandemic there was a very low initial absorption of cohesion funds. The simultaneous implementation of the RRF without national co-financing needs and a shorter eligibility period, ending in 2026, as well as the two-year extension of the 2014-2020 programmes through the REACT-EU initiative has contributed to this situation (Bachtrögler-Unger 2024). Therefore, the 2024 mid-term evaluation of the 2021-2027 CP programmes may have little to analyze.
5 Recommendations

The preceding gap analysis has revealed that a lot needs to be done to provide CP with a truly unbiased, self-critical and decision-oriented evaluation system. Reforms should be aimed at gradually breaking away from any remaining cases of bad equilibria of low expertise, mediocre methods, biases, low credibility, and formalistic application of evaluation obligations. We think that our following seven recommendations below can facilitate a transition towards a good equilibrium characterized by high expertise, more stringent standards, impartiality, credibility, and genuine policy learning.

5.1 Reorient CP reforms towards a more focused set of objectives

Addressing the deeper-rooted obstacles to a more independent, methodologically sound, and decision-relevant evaluation system poses a complex challenge with no easy fix. One fundamental and overarching problem lies in the broad and ambiguous objective function of the policy, which could only be rectified through a substantial policy reform that strives for a clearer assignment of policy objectives to different types of EU policy instruments. It may be worth recalling the Tinbergen Rule that advocates a distinct policy tool for each policy target. This approach would provide a more structured framework, emphasizing responsibilities and significantly enhancing the foundation for effective performance assessment.

Reform proposals, such as the suggestion to refocus Cohesion Policy on the convergence of the poorest regions (Fuest 2024), align with the need for a clearer division of labor among EU policies. While a comprehensive reform along these lines may prove challenging to attain, it is crucial for upcoming negotiations to recognize a fundamental trade-off: the proliferation of policy objectives for Cohesion Policy renders its success increasingly challenging to measure.

A related aspect is the increasing overlap between EU and national funding areas. Indeed, CP basically can fund nearly all types of measures that are traditionally funded from national budgets. A clearer demarcation between EU and national policies with a focus of the EU funding on areas with a demonstrable EU added value could be envisaged. The re-introduction of an updated ‘additionality principle’ as a key conditionality for CP could help making clearer (and easier to evaluate) what the EU funding is meant to achieve.

5.2 Specify evaluation obligations more precisely in the CPR and set out a ‘charter for evaluators’

The next CPR revision should reintroduce an explicit statement that Member States have to provide sufficient resources to their evaluation process. Equally, the European Commission’s obligation to provide guidance for evaluation standards (methods, capacities, and procedures) should come back. We also agree with Naldini’s (2018) recommendation to make the Commission’s operational guidelines for the managing authorities more specific in terms of minimum methodological standards. We add to this that the guidance should emphasize the need for more transparency on methodological limits of the methods used for the evaluation.

Finally, the European Commission should set out a ‘charter for evaluators’ indicating the minimum quality standards an evaluation must meet. This could be used as a basis for developing relevant training programmes, both for evaluators and for staff at managing authorities dealing with evaluations. Courses on causal evaluation methods have become part of standard curricula in
economics programmes at many EU universities, and tailor-made courses for CP evaluators could be easily developed.

The necessary evaluation capacity building could be supported through a strategy of sticks and carrots. Some funds could be set aside to support Member State evaluation capacities, and sanctions if a Member State fails to reach the minimum standards could be introduced.

5.3 Introduce an ‘evaluate first’ requirement when preparing or updating programmes

Like the Commission, Member States should apply an ‘evaluate first’ principle when preparing or updating programmes. In this regard, we consider that no longer requiring Member States to carry out ex-ante evaluations has been a too far-reaching change, even if the motive to simplify the process is understandable and justified. A better compromise on the trade-off between simplification and evaluation benefits is possible. We recommend reintroducing a focused ex-ante evaluation obligation, which concentrates on particularly important programmes. The selection could be decided on the basis of budget size or other more content-oriented criteria that identify innovative approaches with a particular need for thorough impact reflections and programme design. An alternative would be to require managing authorities to legitimate the planned allocations and activities in each operational programme based on previous evaluations and experiences. This should also involve why certain measures included in the previous period’s programme are not implemented anymore and why. This could pave the way for fewer but more thorough evaluations. Whatever criteria are used to choose which programmes to evaluate ex-ante, they should not leave room for interpretation in order to avoid any selection bias.

Finally, the issue of the timing of evaluations is crucial. While the mid-term evaluation could be helpful in this aspect, the next CPR should reconsider its deadlines for retrospective impact analyses to inform policy makers and programmers in a timely manner before programming the next period’s policy. At least some of these evaluations (both by Member States and the European Commission) should be conducted before the end of the programming period, and early enough before the decisions on the next period are taken.

5.4 Promote the use of counterfactual methods

Counterfactual policy evaluations do not only need methodological skills, but also experimental or quasi-experimental set-ups that allow to compare a control group to a treated group. Hence, the design of CP programmes should pay more attention to prepare (quasi-experimental) evaluation designs. We see three possibilities, which may differ in their feasibility.

- Implementation of actual experiments: From a methodological perspective, this would be the ideal approach. This “gold standard” requires to randomize funding (its levels, types, design features etc.) across eligible projects/regions. Even if this is the preferable approach from a methodological perspective, it may be difficult to implement, and it could also raise ethical and legal problems that relate to unequal treatment. But to the extent that some effects are clearly unknowable ex ante (and, hence, the treatment would not advantage or disadvantage anybody ex ante) some experimental features might be feasible. Preparations into this direction could benefit from an exchange with experimental researchers who have applied field experiments in development economics already for a long time, and where a lot of cooperation between scholars and public agencies, and policymakers is the norm.
The following two quasi-experimental evaluation designs pose less ethical and legal problems since they exploit structural differences between observations that are a consequence arising naturally from project selection and policy implementation.

- Quasi-experimental evidence with discontinuities: Exploiting discontinuities in CP spending has brought the breakthrough in the academic literature towards causal impact identification (Becker et al. 2008, 2012, 2013, 2018; Lang et al. 2023). This could inspire evaluations much more. It should be possible to make more use of discontinuities in funding allocated according to rankings of eligible projects where funding goes only up to a cut-off. This cut-off can then be used in a regression discontinuity design by comparing projects just above/below the threshold.9
- Staggered Difference-in-difference (DID) designs: Randomize the start date of projects and study them with staggered DID models that look at an event window before and after the start. Here, it would be important to collect data before the projects start.

As a general rule, for the experimental and quasi-experimental approaches it is important to collect data on units (projects, beneficiaries, regions) that are not funded, in order to be able to quantify policy effects against credible control groups.

5.5 Explicitly link funding decisions at programme and policy level to evaluation results

Ultimately, evaluation results should also be reflected in the funding allocation for and within programmes. This is however a complex undertaking. The experience made during the 2007-2013 period has shown that setting aside a performance-reserve whereby part of the funding is reallocated during programme allocation cannot be the way forward. For example, it is not self-evident what to do if an evaluation finds that a programme is not achieving its initial objectives: is this due to a lack of funding, or should the funding be reduced? Taking funding decisions on the basis of evaluation results requires robust evaluations that examine the underlying reasons and factors contributing to a (non-) successful programme implementation.

Against this backdrop, we propose referring back to the ‘evaluate first’ principle set out above. In particular, we suggest that Member States must back up any programme amendments which involve a significant reallocation of funding up by an evaluation. Similarly, any proposal for a programme would need to be accompanied by an ex-ante evaluation or impact evaluation of the predecessor programme. The European Commission (which must approve programmes and their amendments) would then act as a goalkeeper to ensure that evaluation findings are properly taken into account in the programme (re)design and the related funding (re)allocations. In that respect, the European Commission should also be given the right to unilaterally decide on funding (re-)allocations based on these evaluation findings.

In addition, a fundamental change of the post-27 CP may result from a potential adaptation of the RRF delivery mechanism where payments from the EU budget are directly linked to the satisfactory achievement of milestones and targets in the Member States. But even the change to such a performance-based funding system would not do away with the need to evaluate the effectiveness,
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9An illustration from EU research policy is the European Research Council (ERC) that builds such a ranking when deciding on allocating ERC research grants.
efficiency, relevance of CP programmes, and their coherence with other EU priorities and policies and EU added value.

5.6 Implement measures to stimulate a European market for CP evaluations

National evaluators possess a commendable understanding of their home country, including its institutions and political system, and normally have a superior command of the language compared to experts from other EU Member States. However, potential drawbacks associated with relying solely on national experts include their limited awareness of alternative institutions in other countries, financial dependence on national authorities for follow-up studies, a potential home bias in judgment, and informal ties to the government. These factors may compromise factual independence, the ability to identify deficient national institutions and policy failures, and the openness and unbiased nature of the evaluation process.

Hence, there is a trade-off. National teams have more specific country knowledge, but are less neutral and may suffer from a narrow perspective. Presently, the trade-off for Member State evaluations leans heavily towards an almost entirely closed evaluation market (Asatryan et al. 2024), a situation that poses significant challenges. A more open market would not only support independence, but could also quickly import evaluator expertise into those Member States which suffer from a particular shortage of advanced evaluator expertise.

We recommend to start a broad initiative to open the borders of the CP evaluation service market with appropriate incentives. These incentives could entail:

- use international team composition as one criterion in the calls for tenders for national evaluation service contracts: the collaboration with partner institutes from a minimum number of other Member States could become a formal requirement for evaluation contracts that relate to programmes above a certain budget threshold;
- a peer review stage into the quality assurance system with the requirement that some of the reviewers must come from other Member States. A cross-country approach to quality checks and peer review could help to overcome national biases and to identify deficiencies in national evaluations.

We propose that the requirements for internationalization could be gradually increased, since over time cross-border collaboration of national evaluators would become a normality.

5.7 Establish a standing European Advisory Panel on CP evaluation

Finally, we recommend to set up a “European Advisory Panel on CP evaluation” (EAP-EVAL). As argued above, the European Commission has specific institutional interests that may hinder fully neutral CP assessments. As a fully independent and non-political body, the main role of the EAP-EVAL would be to advise the European Commission and the managing authorities in the Member States in their evaluation activities and to provide an independent third-party review of their evaluation activities and reports.

The EAP-EVAL could play a supporting and advisory role in the preparation of evaluation plans, the tendering of evaluation services and the setting-up of a European evaluator data base. It could also put into practice the ‘charter for evaluators’, prepare guidance and organize trainings for evaluators and people in managing authorities dealing with evaluations. Finally, its role could be to carry out an
independent third-party review of evaluation reports. This would include ‘meta-evaluations’, which assess the processes, methods and quality of evaluations from one specific institution (e.g. one managing authority). Moreover, these meta-evaluations would draw more general conclusions from the aggregation of single evaluation results. These reviews should always be made public.

Members of the EAP-EVAL should have the necessary expertise and familiarity with modern evaluation methods. They could come from academia, be evaluation practitioners, or dealing with evaluations in public administrations. Their work must be firmly governed by professional standards and practices. As a member of the EAP-EVAL, however, they should not be involved in any evaluation of EU policies or programmes, to preclude any risk of a conflict of interest.

Alternatively, the EAP-EVAL could also play a more active role, and in particular directly carry out impact evaluations of CP. For example, it could be designed with features similar to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The IPCC serves the purpose to accumulate knowledge on climate change and the effectiveness of climate policy instruments based on scientific knowledge and through a transparent procedure that wants to guarantee credibility of the results. The IPCC reports have become an authoritative source of information due to a careful procedure to safeguard a high degree of impartiality and variety. IPCC authors are selected on the basis of their expertise and with the intention to cover a diversity of socio-economic views and backgrounds, as well as geographical and gender balance. IPCC reports undergo an external expert review (IPCC 2024).

Adding such a body to the CP evaluation system could lend additional credibility to the evaluation findings reported by the Commission and the managing authorities in the Member States.
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Appendix I: Common Provision Regulations – Chapter II Evaluations

Article 44

Evaluations by the Member State

1. The Member State or the managing authority shall carry out evaluations of the programmes related to one or more of the following criteria: effectiveness, efficiency, relevance, coherence and Union added value, with the aim to improve the quality of the design and implementation of programmes. Evaluations may also cover other relevant criteria, such as inclusiveness, non-discrimination and visibility, and may cover more than one programme.

2. In addition, an evaluation for each programme to assess its impact shall be carried out by 30 June 2029.

3. Evaluations shall be entrusted to internal or external experts who are functionally independent.

4. The Member State or the managing authority shall ensure the necessary procedures are set up to produce and collect the data necessary for evaluations.

5. The Member State or the managing authority shall draw up an evaluation plan which may cover more than one programme. For the AMIF, the ISF and the BMVI, that plan shall include a mid-term evaluation to be completed by 31 March 2024.

6. The Member State or the managing authority shall submit the evaluation plan to the monitoring committee no later than one year after the decision approving the programme.

7. All evaluations shall be published on the website referred to in Article 49(1).

Article 45

Evaluation by the Commission

1. The Commission shall carry out a mid-term evaluation to examine the effectiveness, efficiency, relevance, coherence and Union added value of each Fund by the end of 2024. The Commission may make use of all relevant information already available in accordance with Article 128 of the Financial Regulation.

2. The Commission shall carry out a retrospective evaluation to examine the effectiveness, efficiency, relevance, coherence and Union added value of each Fund by 31 December 2031. In the case of the ERDF, the ESF+, the Cohesion Fund and the EMFAF, that evaluation shall focus in particular on the social, economic and territorial impact of those funds in relation to the policy objectives referred to in Article 5(1).

3. The Commission shall publish the results of the retrospective evaluation on its website and communicate those results to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions.

Source: European Union (2021)
Appendix II: Excerpt from Recommendation of the OECD Council on Public Policy Evaluation (OECD 2022)

1. Conduct and use evaluations across government ensuring that they are carried-out in a systematic manner and that their results are used in policy and budgetary decision-making. In particular, Adherents should:
   a) Designate evaluation champions to coordinate evaluations across institutions and advise on best practices to promote their quality and use.
   b) Define and assign institutional responsibilities for conducting policy evaluations.

2. Foster a culture of learning and accountability by promoting demand for, and ownership of, evaluations within and beyond the executive. In particular, Adherents should:
   a) Promote the role of both internal and external, national and international, knowledge brokers to strengthen the relationship between evidence from evaluations and its users, including citizens.
   b) Offer opportunities for the legislative body to review and discuss policy evaluations.

III. RECOMMENDS that Adherents promote the quality of public policy evaluations. To this end, Adherents should:

1. Actively plan, design and manage evaluations so that they are timely and proportionate to the intended objectives, taking into account the needs of the primary users and the types of intended uses, and ensuring that results can be trusted by stakeholders. In particular, Adherents should:
   a) Plan evaluations early by building provisions for evaluations into public interventions from the start, in order to improve their design, collect data on their implementation, and ensure that evaluation results are robust and available in a timely fashion.
   b) Design and implement evaluations that are proportionate and appropriate for the likely use, by adapting the aim, scope and analysis of the evaluation, its format and resources, to the needs of its primary users and the types of intended uses.
   c) Engage relevant stakeholders in the evaluation processes from the outset in order to create ownership for change and trust in evaluation results.

2. Establish quality standards and mechanisms for evaluations to generate robust and credible evaluation results that can be trusted and used with confidence. In particular, Adherents should:
   a) Develop guidelines to ensure that evaluation designs, data collection processes and analytical methods, adhere to methodological best practices.
   b) Adopt professional and ethical standards for evaluators to ensure that they meet high criteria for integrity and independence, as well as for knowledge of evaluative methods and culturally appropriate approaches, and that they safeguard the dignity, rights, safety and privacy of participants and other stakeholders when they conduct evaluations.
c) Promote the functional autonomy of evaluations, by safeguarding the autonomy of external evaluations through oversight of the commissioning and evaluation processes, and by providing internal evaluations team with a high degree of autonomy in the use of available resources and in deciding what studies to conduct and how.

d) Ensure that evaluations are able to withstand external scrutiny, such as through peer review, and that they can be assessed against pre-defined quality criteria.

3. Develop institutional skills and capacities to conduct, commission and use evaluations effectively and in a credible manner. In particular, Adherents should:

a) Build public sector skills for evaluation by conducting regular training, recruiting and retaining employees with the adequate skills or collaborating with academia, the private sector and other jurisdictions to improve the availability of these skills.

b) Ensure the availability of high quality, timely, accessible, disaggregated and re-usable results, performance and administrative data for policy evaluation.

c) Provide institutions with appropriate resources to manage, carry-out and use policy evaluations.

IV. RECOMMENDS that Adherents conduct public policy evaluations that impact decisionmaking. To this effect, Adherents should:

1. Establish institutional mechanisms to embed evaluation in decision-making processes, both at the organisational level and across government. In particular, Adherents should:

a) Provide high-level guidance, such as in a legal or policy framework or in a multi-annual evaluation agenda, on when to conduct policy evaluation and what type of evaluation is needed, in order to adapt the timing of evaluations to feed into decision-making processes, focus the analysis where it is most needed, co-ordinate efforts for cross-sectorial evaluations, and avoid overlaps.

b) Incorporate the use of evaluation results into decision-making including through the policy-making and budgetary processes.

c) Establish follow-up mechanisms for decision-makers to respond to the results of evaluations, by defining a course of action where relevant, and assigning responsibilities for implementing and tracking recommendations.

2. Provide easy access to evaluations and present the findings deliberately in order to improve the uptake of evaluation results. In particular, Adherents should:

a) Make the result of evaluation findings and recommendations public by default.

b) Tailor the way evaluation evidence is presented and communicated to its potential users, in terms of timing, communication channel, format and messaging, by developing a dissemination strategy.

c) Make use of evidence synthesis methodologies to aggregate evaluation findings and assess them in a systematic manner.
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